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	Created in collaboration with the Medical Commission of the International Olympic Committee, this new manual distills the latest advances in sports medicine into clinically relevant, practical guidance on treating sports injuries.  Ideal for primary care physicians, ER physicians, physical therapists, athletic trainers, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants, the book embraces a problem-oriented approach to guide the reader through assessment and management of the most common injuries and disorders.  Over 500 full-color illustrations augment the text, showing readers detailed views of the techniques, procedures and other clinically-relevant information being described.
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Getting Started with BizTalk ServicesPackt Publishing, 2014

	It all started about a year ago and BizTalk Services was soon to go for preview in a few months. We were all excited to break new ground in the era of cloud middleware. We must tell you one of the benefits of being in the product group (or being an MVP) is that you get early access to bits long before they hit the market. Working on those...
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Professional Windows Workflow FoundationWrox Press, 2007
If you want to gain the skills to build Windows Workflow Foundation  solutions, then this is the book for you. It provides you with a clear,  practical guide on how to develop workflow-based software and integrate it into  existing technology landscapes. Throughout the pages, you'll also find numerous  real-world examples and sample code that...
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Grant Writing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Learn to:

	
		Navigate federal grant databases and apply online for grants
	
		Find the most current public and private sector grant opportunities
	
		Create strong statements of need
	
		Submit applications that meet funders’ expectations



	Your comprehensive...
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Information Security and Ethics: Social and Organizational IssuesIRM Press, 2004
Information Security and Ethics: Social and Organizational Issues brings together examples of the latest research from a number of international scholars addressing a wide range of issues significant to this important and growing field of study. These issues are relevant to the wider society, as well as to the individual, citizen, educator, student...
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Human Papillomaviruses: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2005

	Leading basic researchers and clinical scientists describe in detail a wide variety of established and cutting-edge techniques they have developed to study the lifecycle and biological properties of the human papillomavirus. The authors use these readily reproducible methods, ranging from PCR to propagation of HPV in vitro, to detect and type...
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Global IT Outsourcing : Software Development across BordersCambridge University Press, 2003
This book offers key insights into how to manage software development across international boundaries. It is based on a series of case studies looking at the relationships between firms from North America, the UK, Japan and Korea with Indian software houses. In these case studies, which have typically been compiled over a 3-4-year timespan, the...
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